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The Rare Photographic
Confederate Counterfeits

By George B. Tremmel

p APER MONEY CIRCULATING IN MID-NINETEENTH
century America was printed by one of three methods: relief wood-
cut, intaglio or stone lithography. With the start of the Civil War in
1861, the new Confederate States Treasury Department commis-

sioned private printers to produce its currency. Reflecting the government's
concern about issuing poorly printed notes, the Confederate contract printers
initially produced high quality intaglio currency.

However, the realities of war quickly emerged. Printing and engraving
hardware, materials and experienced craftsmen were in short supply. At the
same time the demand for currency to fund a wartime economy grew rapidly.
While never resorting to crude woodcut printing, the Treasury was forced to
accept notes printed by the high volume lithographic process. Lithographic
notes, while generally superior to woodcuts, never reached the quality levels
of the early intaglio currency.

Unfortunately for the new nation, its currency quickly became the target
of counterfeiters located in the North and border states. Civil War counter-

feiters, using whatever was available to them, employed all three printing tech-
niques. A few enterprising counterfeiters even tried the newest imaging tech-
nology -- photography.

Invented in 1837, by the time of the Civil War, photography was still in
the early stages of experimentation and development. By looking at the
processes involved and the notes produced perhaps insight can be gained into
why photography, as a Civil War counterfeiter's tool, never was widely adopt-
ed.

Photographic Counterfeits

Only two examples of contemporaneous photographic counterfeits of
Confederate notes are known to exist today. They are albumen photographs
of the genuine Type 11 and Type 18 notes, cataloged as CT-11/44 and CT-
18/102B, respectively (Illus. 1 and 2).

Illustration 1. CT - 11/44
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To currency counterfeiters, the key to the successful use of photography
was how well the counterfeit image on photographic paper resembled the gen-
uine image printed on banknote paper. In the mid-nineteenth century, photo-
graphic paper held the light-sensitive ingredients (silver salts) in one of two
ways. In one, an albumen mixture (frothed egg whites) was used to hold the
light-sensitive ingredients within an emulsion on the paper's surface (albumen
print). In the other, photographic paper was treated with common salt which
then absorbed the light-sensitive ingredients into the paper itself (salt print).

To create a photographic image, the sensitized paper was put in direct
contact with a previously exposed and prepared glass negative image of a gen-
uine note and both placed into an exposure frame. (No chemical developers
were needed.) The exposure frame was a hand held wooden box with hinged
doors that were opened to expose the sensitized paper to direct sunlight. As

Illustration 2. CT-18/102B sunlight struck the paper, a positive image began to emerge. When the image
reached the proper degree of exposure, the paper was removed from the frame
and placed into a fixing bath, washed with water and dried.

The positive photographic image of the note either now was contained
within the emulsion (albumen image) or within the paper itself (salt image).
The image was not directly on the paper's surface, as it would have been if
made by one of the three printing methods. This was a key telltale of photo-
graphic counterfeit notes. Making matters worse, images from sunlight expo-
sure often varied in contrast, tone and sharpness from that of the original.
Images also tended to fade as residual silver salts in or on the paper reacted
with sulfur compounds in the air. To an alert recipient of these notes the dif-
ferences in appearance were obvious.

While this description has been of the process for making a positive
image on paper, the upstream steps of photography, such as preparing the col-
lodion wet-plate negatives and camera operation, were also complicated and
time consuming.

Collotype Counterfeits

A second process involving photography was used to produce at least two
other Confederate counterfeits, the CT-36/276 and CT-44/339A, also unique
specimens (Illus. 3 and 4.)

This was a printing process called collotyping. As with normal photog-
raphy a glass negative photographic image of a genuine note was first pre-
pared. Instead of being contact-printed on paper, however, the negative was
placed in contact with a sheet of light-sensitive gelatin. When exposed to light
the soft gelatin hardened beneath the lines of the image, but the non-image
areas remained soft. The hardened image attracted oil-based ink and repelled
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water, while the soft non-image area attracted water and repelled oil-based ink
-- a perfect medium for lithography.

The gelatin was inked and its image placed on special paper and then
transferred to a lithographic printing stone. From this point on, the trans-
ferred image was printed by the normal lithographic technique. After com-
pleting their counterfeits by either of the above techniques, the counterfeiters
ink-traced the serial numbers of their spurious notes to make them appear
more like their genuine counterparts. Ironically, of the four notes mentioned,
only the CT-18 has its signatures also ink-traced.

Why were photographic and collotype counterfeits so few in number?
In all likelihood the notes were experimental issues produced by oppor-

tunistic photographers and/or printers exploring the viability of these new
imaging methods. They apparently concluded that these new, but slow,
expensive and inexact processes were not worth it and continued counterfeit-
ing the old fashioned way.

Contemporary Description of a Photographic Counterfeit

In the October 16, 1861, issue of the New Orleans Bee, the discovery of a
photographic Confederate counterfeit appeared. The article gave a descrip-
tion of the note at the time it was passed and observed that both the image and
paper gave away its true nature. The note described in the New Orleans arti-
cle is the rare CT-11 known today, the very same note.

Counterfeit Confederate Notes. -- Yesterday morning a respectable citizen
of this city presented at the counter of the Bank of New Orleans a counterfeit
$5 Confederate note. It was dated July 25, 1861, letter B, No. 42,597,
Richmond plate. As an imitation, it was almost a perfect one, at least very
accurate, for it was photographed, and the signatures could not be better
counterfeited. It would not have been detected had the paper used by the
counterfeiters been as white as that of the genuine notes. However, at second
sight, one could easily remark the blurred appearance of the figures. Of
course, the gentleman who offered it did not know it was valueless. But, after
all, it did not prove to be worthless to him, for the clerk of the bank gave him
five dollars for it, wishing to keep as a thing to be carefully examined.

Certainly students and collectors of today must feel a kinship with that
unnamed New Orleans bank clerk who was curious enough to save this rare
photographic counterfeit for future study.
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Illustration 3. CT-36/276
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Hessler to Sign Special Edition at Memphis Paper Show
O NE HUNDRED NUMBERED COPIES OF

The Engraver's Line, the NLG award-winning
encyclopedia of bank note engravers by former Paper
Money Editor Gene Hessler, have been prepared by the
author. The book and supplement includes five engrav-
ings, four signed by the engravers.

Engravers represented in the new special edition
differ from those who signed their work in the original
special edition when this book was first published,
Hessler said.

As line engraving is being replaced by mechanical
and computer-imaging methods, The Engraver's Line
pays homage to artists from an era that has all but disap-
peared. This encyclopedia of paper money and postage
stamp art and biographies was first released in 1993,
including a special edition with signed engravings.
Recently, different engravers suggested that the author
prepare a second special edition. The result: 100 copies
of the original edition with signed engravings for those
who appreciate the art of security engraving.

The Engraver's Line, with 444 pages and more than
500 illustrations, is the first major composite listing of
designers and engravers of bank notes and postage
stamps.

Some of the most beautiful bank notes were
designed and engraved by major American artists like
F.O.C. Darley, Asher B. Durand, Walter Shirlaw and
Kenyon Cox. However, their paper money art is sel-
dom mentioned in art studies even though these designs
were seen and handled by more people than those who
saw their work in art galleries and museums.

The book has been highly praised by professionals
in the field. The special edition with engravings is
priced at $145; regular edition, $85. Books may also be
ordered by mail. For each book, add $5 for postage and
insurance. Send check or money order to: Gene
Hessler, PO Box 31144, Cincinnati, OH 45231. For a
copy of the supplement only, send $5. Outside the U.S.
write for particulars. Requests for a specific numbered
copy will be honored, if possible, but cannot be guaran-
teed. Specify if you wish the book to be signed by the
author and to whom.

In addition, while supply lasts, those who purchase
any edition, regular or special, will receive an additional
sheet of engravings created at American Bank Note
Company. These will be mailed separately to mail pur-
chasers. The author will be at the BNR Press table in
Memphis to sign copies.
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